17 July 2019

Joris Ide produces insulated panels and metal profiles and
has a client base in all market segments: the industrial, agricultural and residential construction sector. Today the
group counts more than 1000 employees in 7 different countries. More information on www.joriside.com

To support our growth, the Joris Ide group is looking for a

PROCESS ENGINEER PROFILES

(M/F)

Main responsibilities:
You are responsible for the process control, process development and troubleshooting of metal profile lines of the Joris Ide and Kingspan
Group. This with a strong focus on the IT part of the process.
You will interface with several departments (production, engineering, IT, … ) in order to advise, lead, develop, validate and implement
processes, procedures and improvements. This to obtain the optimum productivity and at the same time meeting all required properties of
the product. Extracting correct KPI’s is part of the job. You report to the single skin and coil manager.
Specific tasks:

••follow up of the correct production registration in SAP, investigate and correct deviations
••follow up the daily production and process statistically and analyze trends
••designing 2D & 3D product drawings in auto CAD
••small project programming like punch robots
••acquire an excellent equipment knowledge of the production process in all his aspects
••be an expert concerning the interface between our SAP system and the production lines
••audit existing processes and procedures on the manufacturing lines
••leading improvement projects
••lead and validate trials
••make a monthly reporting on the activities and progress
Profile:
Title holder likes to work in a very dynamic environment between desk and production lines.

••you are able to express yourself in Dutch and English (French is a plus)
••you are driven by continuous improvement and have a strong interest and deep knowledge of IT
of Solidworks, Auto CAD, Siemens PLC programming and SQL databases are required;
••knowledge
if any of these skillsets need a refresh, a specific training program will be put together
••internal training on ERP software SAP and shop floor interface software will be provided
••a (civil) engineering background (in computer science) is a prerequisite
••you will work out of the Joris Ide headquarters in Zwevezele (Belgium), but short interventions abroad can be part of the job

We’re offering:
We offer an exciting and varied job with a competitive salary in a dynamic company that is in full expansion.

Interested ?
Send your resume to Joris Ide NV/SA, personnel department, Hille 174 - 8750 Zwevezele Belgium
or send your resume to jobs@joriside.be You can also contact us for an appointment by calling +32 (0)51 69 12 76.
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